Page 1: From “Gladio” to world federalism

On the 22nd of November 1990 the European Parliament adopted a resolution concerning Operation Gladio. This after 1945 was a secret army in Europe created by the United States. Its aim was to combat communists and other disidents. Doing so it organised for example terrorist attacks of which it claimed that the groups it persecuted were responsible for. Forms of criminal organised stalking also started at the time, in the style of COINTELPRO (Counter Intelligence Program) or of the Zersetzung des Lebens in East-Germany. In the framework of such programs a true hell was made of the lives of humans. Later on, at least from the sixties on, anti-personnel radiation technologies/ weapons were developed. By means of them people could be manipulated, tortured and even murdered.

This one can resume in that way. However, it should not be forgotten that the said weapons are to be considered a very heterogeneous whole. To be reckoned to them are e.g. the installations by which the American embassy in Moscow was irradiated in 1976. As a consequence to this several ambassadors and members of the personnel died from cancer. Victims of a probably comparable form of irradiation were, in the beginning of the eighties, the women in places like Greenham Common. They camped in tents before a military basis, protesting thus against the presence of nuclear weapons there. Being irradiated, those non-violent activists started feeling unwell and almost all of them died from malign tumours in the course of the following decennia.

The said resolution condemned GLADIO severely, but all seems to indicate that similar practices have continued. The arms- and espionage-race stimulates this. If this race could be brought to an end, expelled by means of a real world security system taking to an appropriate extent the form of a world federation, secret armies as well as radiation torturers or organised stalkers would largely loose the ground on which they are operating.

Page 2 and 3: News from the world citizens’ front

- We made a new flyer in Dutch language.

- The thirty-seventh session of the Institute for Mundialist Studies took place from the 23rd till the 26th of August in Eben-Emael (Belgium). It was dedicated to the future of children in our societies.

- Some activities in which registered world citizens are/were participating:

24th and 25th September: general assembly of the French session of World Solidarity Against Hunger.
12th till 30th October : Fourth Planetary Week for the Creation of a World Parliament.

9th till 15th November in Luckow (India) : Sixteenth Conference about Word Law.

19th November in Mulhouse : Colloquium About Arms’ Trade.

20th November in Mulhouse : assembly of the Association of World Citizens (which is also the Consultative Assembly on the Peoples’ Congress).

Permanent projects are : Day of World Unity (Equinox of March); Mundial Civil Initiative for Human Rights; Action Week for the Creation of a World Parliament.

See further information on our international website www.recim.org/cdm

***

The horrific question of anti-personnel radiation weapons operating from a distance was evoked in a letter of several organisations to the European Parliament. Ask for further information to:

- Mojmir Babacek
  Rozmberska 556/28
  CZ-108 00 PRAHA - kyje
  e-mail : mbabacek@czin.eu

- Melanie Vritschans
  Louis Schmidtlaan 45/9
  B-1040 BRUSSEL
  e-mail : melanie.vritschans.icator@gmail.com

From page 4 on : A few flashes

Page 4 :
- In Madrid, an international group of persons subject, as they claim, to electronic terrorism, organised measurements on the 24th of June 2016. A helicopter (of the army ?) then suddenly appeared and kept immobile nearby in the sky. From that moment on in the Faraday cage a high radiation was measured, as well when a person was in it as when nobody was. This was interpreted as a boycott organised by the torturing organisations. Or was it just accidental? So many things that happened were officially “accidental” that we can hardly believe it. Ask for further information to : Melanie Vritschans, Louis Schmidtlaan 45/9, 1040 Etterbeek, tel. 02/732.69.50, email: mvritschan@skynet.be.

- A group in London of opponents to electronic terrorism and organised stalking, coordinated by Paolo Fiora, regularly forms pickets in front of the Houses of Parliament. Ask for information to : Paolo Fiora, email : paolo_bf@hotmail.com

- Dead bodies are regularly found on train rails. This, as Paolo Fiora reports, was also the case of the body of John Jones (58), lawyer of Julian Assange. In the latter case among others, nobody believes in suicide…

Paolo reports, moreover, how he himself probably escaped this type of murder at night in the station of Pewsey (Wiltshire). Ask him for further information on the above address.

- In the beginning of June 2016 demonstrations took place in Poland against torturing from a distance. The Polish Minister of Defence announced that he would examine the complaints of victims or alleged victims. Further information : peterm@xs4all.nl.

- The International Coalition Against Electronic Torture and Robotising of Living Beings choose ICATOR as acronym. It is an (international) organization created in May of 2016 according to Belgian law. Further Information : be www.icator.be
Page 5:
- Edward Teller, "father" of the H-bomb, believes that weapons of mass destruction will teach humanity how to avoid war. It might be accidently true that through NBC-weapons (to which we have to add the E-weapons: radiation weapons) a third world war has been avoided hitherto. However, as appears in a very frightening way today, the balance of terror must be considered utterly fragile. Our readers know what we conclude out of this as world federalists.

- Plato, in his Politeia, criticizes existing forms of society, also democracy. According to him, the latter, which he rather conceives as chaos and lack of government, leads to tyranny. He then conceives a form of enlightened oligarchy which appeared to be completely unrealisable. This reminds us that whilst formulating views about the society we desire, we should be prudent, be aware that utopias, at least partly, can turn out very differently in reality. Nevertheless, it is true, we should stick to defending a number of essential principles, essential rights.

Page 6:
- In human condition, characterised by death as well as by an infinity of suffering and evil, a need for what transcends that condition must be considered natural. Men is an animal religiosum or, as Schopenhauer puts it, an animal metaphysicum. This, however, does not make him either good nor bad. People with religious (or ideological) representations in their heads can be saints as well as fanatic criminals.

- Whose cause in the end are the terrorist attacks serving? Not the cause of certain fighting sects, but rather the cause of cryptocracies aiming at depriving us from our fundamental rights and liberties. We should avoid coming to paranoid representations, certainly. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude that the attacks are, at least partly, organised by the said cryptocracies. Doing so, they can use all sorts of brain washing or mind manipulating techniques and technologies. In this connection we may remind an astonishing remark of Barrie Trower, a scientist who had worked decennia for secret services, whilst he was interviewed by Deborah Dupré, a distinguished and intelligent lady. He suddenly remarked: "In three days I make an assassin out of you". Yes, that’s what he claimed he was, i.e. they were able to do!

- President Vladimir Putin severely criticized western journalists. The previous KGB-man blamed them for spreading blindly the lies and the war propaganda of the US-government. He accuses them: of being co-responsible for the fact that a worldwide conflict with weapons of mass destruction might be imminent. Claiming this, however, he forgot to add that in case of a world war, due to geographic facts, Russian troops will invade small Western-Europe, whilst the latter will not invade Russia. But whatever might be, Putin confirms what we have been saying for years, i.e. that the danger for a world war remains terribly real.

- What to do when a world war breaks out and when “the Russians are coming”? As world citizens we can be part of the army as well as conscientious objectors. As to us (= pluralis modestiae), since 1962 we belong to the latter.

What military men or women have to do in case of war, is clear enough: they have to fight. But what are we to do if we are still able to be active and not yet killed by “patriots” or so? In the first place we have to mention that we consider every position as to the question of war and peace as being guilty somehow. However, we prefer to be guilty without murderous weapons in our hands and being obliged to do whatever we are ordered, including launching an attack with weapons of mass destruction. Furthermore, we can remind that our standpoint is anchored in a universal ethical principle. The latter brings about that war refusal on conscientious grounds can be found also in the ranks of the enemy. And when tanks rolling in were conducted by conscientious objectors, we would not have to fear anything, so far.

Also we do believe that even in the most dramatic situations caused by a military invasion certain non-violent activities remain possible in order to protect and serve society. Nevertheless, we have no clear
answers to what might be done, which makes us feel very sad. As world federalists we prone again and again that international violence is to be replaced by world law. However, if war becomes a fact, this idea will lose its meaning as long as hostilities are going on. However, now it is still five before midnight, not after midnight.

**Non-violent way of dealing conflicts in history**

Non-violent ways of dealing conflicts are rare throughout history. One of the exceptions we find in the way the emperor Frederic II von Hohenstaufen (1194-1250) settled a crusade.

He was quite an irreligious person, also very intelligent and gifted, so that he was surnamed *stupor mundi*, a wonderful phenomenon in the world.

He quarrelled with several popes and saw himself excommunicated. Nevertheless, the pope Gregorius IX asked him to organise the sixth crusade. This he did, but instead of making a bloody enterprise of it, he had talks with the sultan of Egypt. The historian H.G. Wells writes about this: “These two gentlemen, both of sceptical opinions, exchanged congenial views, made a commercial convention to their mutual advantage and agreed to transfer Jerusalem to Frederick.”

Hence, the excommunicated sinner was crowned king of Jerusalem, watcher of the Holy Sepulchre, and the “crusade” remained non-violent, which we highly appreciate.

**September eleven**

Peter Vereecke, previous mayor of Evergem (Belgium) and coordinator of the “Belfort-group” considers September 11 to be a false flag operation. He asks media to examine points like the following ones:

- The majority of the nineteen alleged hackers appeared to be still alive and were in no way fundamentalists.
- Architects and engineers throughout the world have demonstrated that two planes could not provoke the collapse of such constructions.
- Several pilots point out that such movements by planes are very suspicious and even impossible.
- Many witnesses confirm that explosions occurred within the three buildings before the first Boeing had hit it.
- Most members of the 9/11 Commission Report have dissociated themselves from that commission.

**Still about anti-personnel radiation weapons**

In the framework of a few pages we cannot report much about the overwhelming news we receive concerning electronic terrorism and organised stalking. However, we dispose of a list of websites to be opened and names to be searched on the internet. You find it on:

[https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/45905140/websites%20words.doc](https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/45905140/websites%20words.doc)

If you start examining the question, you will undoubtedly recognise the reality of these unspeakable crimes against humanity.

**Finances**

In our region most world citizens died or moved. This makes our financial situation all the more precarious. Help us by transferring a small amount to:

**BE40 0001 1499 0163** of REGISTER VAN WERELDBURGERS in Hove (Belgium).

We will feel eternally thankful for what you can do.

Jean Verstraeten

[www.jeanverstraeten.be](http://www.jeanverstraeten.be)